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1. The Taming of the Shrew
wherein the problem to be solved is introduced that looks simple but
defies solution for years.
In the theory of strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics, one can dream of finding the
wave functional describing its ground state (vacuum) in the Schrödinger representation:
Ψ0
[
uiA(x),diA(x),siA(x),ciA(x),biA(x), t iA(x);Aaµ (x)
] (1.1)
A = 1,2,3,4; i = 1,2,3; a = 1,2, . . . ,8; µ = 0,1,2,3;
that should encompass colour confinement, chiral symmetry breaking, and other observed phe-
nomena. Even if one forgets about the subtleties of how to make such an object a mathematically
well-defined entity, the problem still looks very difficult, if not utterly hopeless: in our world with
six flavours of quarks with three colours, each represented by a Dirac spinor of four components,
and with eight four-vector gluons, the vacuum wave functional depends on 104 fields at each point
of space (not taking gauge invariance into account).
Still, one can simplify QCD considerably in many ways, hoping that the amputee will share
(some of) the most important features with the full theory [1]. One can omit quarks; use two colours
instead of three (i.e. reduce the gauge group from SU(3) to SU(2)); discretize space and time (go
to the lattice formulation); and eventually investigate the problem in lower-dimensional spacetime.
Cut to the bone, in (3+1)-dimensional SU(2) Yang–Mills theory the problem is to find the
lowest-energy eigenstate of the temporal-gauge hamiltonian satisfying∫
d3x
(
− 12
δ 2
δAak(x)2
+ 14F
a
i j(x)
2
)
Ψ0[A] = E0Ψ0[A] (1.2)
together with the Gauß-law constraint(
δ ac∂k +gεabcAbk(x)
) δΨ0[A]
δAck(x)
= 0. (1.3)
Albeit simply looking, attempts to solve the equation can claim at most only partial successes.
There are, however, a few things that are known about the solution already for decades:
1. If we set g → 0, the Schrödinger equation reduces to that of (3 copies of) electrodynamics
and the solution is well-known:
Ψ0[A]
g=0
= N exp
[
−1
4
∫
d3x d3y Fai j(x)
( δ ab√−∇2
)
xy
Fbi j(y)
]
. (1.4)
2. The ground state must be gauge-invariant. The simplest form one can imagine that reduces
to Eq. (1.4) in the free-field limit is
Ψ0[A] = N exp
[
−1
4
∫
ddx ddy Fai j(x) K abxy [−D2] Fbi j(y)
]
(1.5)
with some kernel K depending on D2 (the covariant laplacian in the colour adjoint representation),
and fulfilling
lim
g→0
K
ab
xy [−D2] =
( δ ab√−∇2
)
xy
. (1.6)
2
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In fact, all proposals of the VWF that will be confronted with numerical data in this paper are of
the above form.
3. It was suggested [2, 3, 4] that for sufficiently long-wavelength, slowly varying gauge fields
the VWF has the following, so called dimensional-reduction form:
Ψ0[A] = N exp
(
− 12 µ
∫
d3x Tr[F2i j(x)]
)
. . . DR (1.7)
This form, a.k.a. the magnetically disordered vacuum, leads incorrectly e.g. to exact Casimir scal-
ing of potentials between coloured sources, so it cannot be valid for arbitrary gauge fields.
The problem of finding the Yang–Mills VWF has been addressed by various techniques.1
Some proposals for the VWF will be reviewed in Sec. 2. Then I will present (Sec. 3) a method
for computing relative weights of various gauge-field configurations in numerical simulations of
the Yang–Mills theory in the lattice formulation. Some results will be presented in Sec. 4. Sec. 5
summarizes pluses and minuses of the present approach.
2. As You Like It (or As We Like It)
which introduces some popular Ansätze and provides some justifica-
tion for one that we like most.
Head-on attempts to solve Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3), e.g. by weak-coupling expansion in powers
of g, quickly run into complicated intractable expressions (see [6]). Some approaches tried instead
to bridge the gap between the free-field limit (1.4) and the dimensional-reduction form of Eq. (1.7)
by educated guesses of the interpolating approximate vacuum wave functional.
Almost 20 years ago, Samuel [7] proposed a simple expression of the type (1.5)
Ψ0[A] = N exp

− 14
∫
d3x d3y Fai j(x)

 1√
−D2 +m20


ab
xy
Fbi j(y)

 (2.1)
and estimated with its use the 0++ glueball mass. However, there may be a problem with this
Ansatz: the operator (−D2) has a positive definite spectrum, finite with a lattice regularization, and
lattice simulations indicate that its lowest eigenvalue λ0 tends to infinity for typical configurations
in the continuum limit. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.
We therefore proposed to subtract from (−D2) its lowest eigenvalue, resulting in the approxi-
mate VWF [8]:
Ψ0[A] = N exp

− 14
∫
d3x d3y Fai j(x)
(
1√
−D2[A]−λ0+m2
)ab
xy
Fbi j(y)

 . . . GO (2.2)
with m being a free (mass) parameter. This expression is assumed to be regularized by a lattice
cut-off, and we use the simplest discretized form of (−D2):
(−D2)ab
xy =
3
∑
k=1
[
2δ abδxy−U abk (x)δy,x+ˆk −U †bak (x− ˆk)δy,x−ˆk
]
, (2.3)
1See e.g. Sec. II of Ref. [5] and references therein, for the most recent work consult Ref. [6].
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fit: 1.21/β1.44
Figure 1: λ0 vs. β from simulations of SU(2) lattice gauge theory in (2+1) dimensions at various couplings
and lattice volumes. The best fit to data is λ0 ∝ β−1.4, which differs from the expected β−2 dependence and
indicates that λ0 diverges in the continuum limit.
where U abk (x) =
1
2Tr
[
σ aUk(x)σ bU†k (x)
]
, and Uk(x) are the usual link matrices in the fundamental
representation.
An expression analogous to Eq. (2.2) in (2+ 1) dimensions was demonstrated to be a fairly
good approximation to the true ground state of the theory by:
– analytic arguments [8],
– direct computation of some physical quantities in ensembles of true Monte Carlo configura-
tions and those distributed according to the square of the GO VWF [8, 9], and
– consistency of measured probabilities of test configurations with expectations based on the
proposed VWF [5].
The most sophisticated attempt to compute the VWF analytically in (2+ 1) dimensions was
undertaken by Karabali, Kim, and Nair [10]. They reformulated the theory with help of new gauge-
invariant variables, and solved the Yang–Mills Schrödinger equation approximately for the VWF
in their terms. They argue that, when expressed back in the old variables, this VWF assumes the
form:
Ψ0[A] = N exp
[
− 12
∫
d2x d2y Ba(x)
(
1√−∇2 +m2 +m
)
xy
Bb(y)
]
, (2.4)
This is by itself not gauge-invariant, but can be made such along the lines of Eqs. (1.5) and (2.2)
by replacing the ordinary laplacian by the covariant laplacian in the adjoint representation, with
a λ0 subtraction:
Ψ0[A] = N exp

− 14
∫
d3x d3y Fai j(x)
(
1√
−D2[A]−λ0 +m2 +m
)ab
xy
Fbi j(y)

 . . . KKN
(2.5)
Such an expression, however, has never been proposed by the authors of Ref. [10] in their papers,
and represents only yet another interpolating VWF of the type (1.5) that can be confronted with
our numerical data.
4
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3. Measure for Measure
wherein is shown how one can measure “nothing” and learn from it
something.
The squared VWF could, at least in principle, be computed on a lattice by evaluating the path
integral (written below only symbolically, with δt.g.f. imposing the temporal gauge):
Ψ20[U ′] =
1
Z
∫
[DU ] δt.g.f. ∏
x,i
δ [Ui(x,0)−U ′(x)]e−S[U ]. (3.1)
An integral of this type is, however, difficult to estimate numerically, because of the δ -functions.
The method that enables one to compute – simply and directly – ratios Ψ2[U (n)]/Ψ2[U (m)] for some
test configurations was proposed by Greensite and Iwasaki [11]. Their relative-weight method con-
sists of the following: Take a finite set of gauge-field configurations U = {U ( j)i (x), j = 1,2, . . . ,M}
(assuming they lie near to each other in the configuration space). One puts e.g. the j = 1 configu-
ration on the t = 0 plane, and runs Monte Carlo simulations with the usual update algorithm (e.g.
heat-bath) for all spacelike links at t 6= 0 and for timelike links. The spacelike links at t = 0 are,
after a certain number of sweeps, updated all at once selecting one configuration from the set U at
random and accepting/rejecting it via the Metropolis algorithm. Then
Ψ2[U (n)]
Ψ2[U (m)]
= lim
Ntot→∞
Nn
Nm
= lim
Ntot→∞
Nn/Ntot
Nm/Ntot
, (3.2)
where Nn (Nm) is the number of times the n-th (m-th) configuration is accepted and Ntot is the total
number of updates.
The VWF can always be written in the form
Ψ2[U ] = N e−R[U ]. (3.3)
According to Eq. (3.2), the measured values of − log(Nn/Ntot) should fall on a straight line with
unit slope as functions of R[U (n)], see Fig. 2 for examples.
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Figure 2: − log(Nn/Ntot) (shifted by constant) vs. Rn = µκn for UNAC [cf. Eq. (3.4) below] with κ = 0.14,
on 204 lattice. The values of µ come out to be 4.06(4) and 1.60(2) for β = 2.2 and 2.5, respectively.
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We have performed numerical simulations using the relative-weight method for two kinds of
simple gauge-field configurations.
1. Non-abelian constant configurations:
UNAC =
{
U (n)k (x) =
√
1− (a(n))21+ ia(n)σ k
}
, (3.4)
where
a(n) =
( κ
6L3 n
)1/4
, n = 1,2, . . . ,10. (3.5)
For NAC configurations one expects:
− log(N(n)/Ntot) = R(n)+ const. = κn×µ + const. (3.6)
The constant κ , regulating amplitudes of these configurations, is chosen so that the ratio R(10)/R(1)
is not too small, O(10−4 ÷10−3), otherwise the Metropolis updates would hardly accept configu-
rations with higher n.
2. Abelian plane-wave configurations:
UAPW =
{
U ( j)1 (x) =
√
1−
(
a
( j)
n (x)
)2
1+ ia( j)n (x)σ 3, U
( j)
2 (x) =U
( j)
3 (x) = 1
}
, (3.7)
where n = (n1,n2,n3), and
a
( j)
n =
√
αn + γn j
L3
cos
(
2pi
L
n ·x
)
, j = 1,2, . . . ,10. (3.8)
Again, pairs of (αn,γn) characterizing abelian plane waves with the wavenumber n in the above
equations were carefully selected so that the actions of plane waves with different j were not much
different (to ensure reasonable Metropolis acceptance rates in the method described above).
The expectation for APW configurations is
− log(N( j)n /Ntot) = R( j)n + const. = 12 (αn + γn j)×ω(n)+ const. (3.9)
4. The Comedy of Errors
which showcases some results, discusses pitholes, and compares the
results to the Ansätze.
Our aim is to compare computed relative weights of non-abelian constant and abelian plane-
wave configurations with predictions of the DR, GO, and KKN-inspired wave functionals discussed
in Section 2. NAC configurations are not useful for that purpose. However, they served for “cal-
ibrating” our computer code by comparison with the results of Ref. [11], obtained on lattices of
much smaller size. For a number of β values we determined the slope µ in Eq. (3.6). Our data
from 164 and 204 lattices clearly agree with those of Ref. [11] from 64 and 84. At small β the
6
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Figure 3: Variation of µ with β , estimated from data for NAC configurations on 164 and 204 lattices.
strong-coupling prediction µ(β ) = β is confirmed, in the scaling window µ(β ) behaves as a phys-
ical quantity with the dimension of inverse mass:
µ(β ) f (β ) = µphys ≈ 0.0269(3), (4.1)
where
f (β ) =
(
6pi2β
11
) 51
121
exp
(
−3pi
2β
11
)
. (4.2)
For a particular set of abelian plane waves with the wavenumber n one can determine the
slope ω(n) from the measured values of relative weights of individual plane waves by a fit of the
form (3.9). The expected linear dependence was observed with all our data at all couplings, wave
numbers, and parameter choices; for examples see Fig. 4. However, one could imagine that the
dependence is linear only locally, in a certain narrow window, and the slope ω(n) could depend
strongly on the choice of parameters (αn,γn). This does not seem to be the case, as exemplified in
Fig. 5.
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Figure 4: − log(N( j)n /Ntot) vs. 12(αn + γn j) for UAPW [see Eq. (3.7)].
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Figure 5: The slope determined from− log(N j/Ntot) does not strongly depend on the choice of parameters α
and γ for abelian plane waves. Eight sets of configurations at a given β and wave-number are superimposed
here; the last configuration in one set had identical amplitude with the first configuration in the next set. The
measured mean values of − log(N j/Ntot) were renormalized so that the value for the last configuration in
one set coincided with that of the first configuration in the next set. The straight-line fit shown in the figure
comes from the first data set (red open squares). The slopes obtained from other sets almost do not differ,
the variation is at most 1%, between 1.523 and 1.539.
The dependence of ω(n) on n can now be compared with expectations based on the DR, GO,
and KKN-inspired VWFs. We performed the following fits:
ω(n) =


a+bk2(n) . . . DR,
c
k2(n)√
k2(n)+m2
. . . GO,
c
k2(n)√
k2(n)+m12 +m2
. . . inspired by KKN,
(4.3)
where
k2(n) = 2∑
i
(
1− cos 2pini
L
)
. (4.4)
In the KKN-inspired fit we introduced two fit mass parameters, m1 and m2, instead of just m, cf.
Eq. (2.5). We then performed a fit with both parameters free, and a constrained fit with m1 = m2.
It turned out that the former had a lower χ2 and the preferred value of m1 was close to 0.
Prototype plots for fits of the form (4.3) are displayed in Fig. 6 for the DR and GO forms
(left panel), and for the KKN-inspired forms (right panel). All forms in Eq. (4.3) describe the data
reasonably at low plane-wave momenta, none of them is satisfactory for larger momenta.
The agreement with data greatly improves at all couplings by adding another parameter d to
the GO form:
ω(n) = c
k2(n)√
k2(n)+m2
[1+dk(n)] . (4.5)
see Fig. 7. This would correspond in the continuum limit to the following choice of the kernel
8
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Figure 6: ω(n) vs. k(n) for UAPW sets, with the DR and GO fits (left), and “KKN-inspired” fits (right).
in (1.5):
K
ab
xy [−D2] ∝

 1√
−D2−λ0 +m2phys
+dphys
√
−D2−λ0
−D2−λ0 +m2phys


ab
xy
. (4.6)
For small-amplitude constant configurations the forms of the VWF in Eqs. (1.7) and (2.2)
coincide. It is therefore an important consistency check whether the value of µNAC determined from
sets of non-abelian constant configurations agrees with the appropriate combination of parameters
obtained for abelian plane waves. In particular, one expects:
µNAC =
(
2c
m
)
APW
. (4.7)
As seen convincingly in Fig. 8, our results clearly pass this nontrivial check.
If the parameters of the best fit, Eq. (4.5), correspond to physical quantities in the continuum
limit, they should scale correctly when multiplied by the appropriate power of the function f (β ),
Eq. (4.2). The behaviour of [2c(β )/m(β )] f (β ), c(β ), m(β )/ f (β ), and d(β ) f (β ) vs. the cou-
pling β is displayed in Figs. 8, 9 and 10. While the scaling of (2c/m) is almost perfect (Fig. 8), it is
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Figure 7: ω(n) vs. k(n) for UAPW sets, with the best fit of the form (4.5).
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Figure 8: The combination (2c/m) f (β ) of the best fit to data, Eq. (4.5). Also displayed is µ f (β ) =
0.0269(3) derived from non-abelian constant configurations.
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Figure 9: The parameter c (left), and the rescaled parameter m/ f (β ) (right) of the best fit, Eq. (4.5), vs. β .
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Figure 10: The rescaled parameter d f (β ) of the best fit, Eq. (4.5), vs. β .
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not convincing for c and m separately (Fig. 9), though the variation over the range of β = 2.2÷2.5
is not so large. On the contrary, d(β ) f (β ) falls down considerably over the same range (Fig. 10).
The data thus indicate that the physical value of d vanishes in the continuum limit. This suggests an
idea that the form of the VWF, Eq. (2.2), proposed in Ref. [8], might be recovered in the continuum
limit.
5. All’s Well That Ends Well (?)
wherein some optimistic and pessimistic conclusions are formulated.
Let’s group the messages of this work into two categories:
Pluses Minuses
There is a method to measure (on a lattice)
relative probabilities of various gauge-field
configurations in the Yang–Mills vacuum.
The method works reasonably well for
configurations rather close in configuration
space.
Both for nonabelian constant and for long-
wavelength abelian plane-wave configura-
tions the measured probabilities are consis-
tent with the dimensional reduction form, and
the coefficients µ for these sets agree.
Neither the dimensional-reduction form of
the vacuum wave functional, nor our pro-
posal, nor the forms inspired by the work of
Karabali et al., describe the data satisfactorily
for larger plane-wave momenta.
The data are nicely described by a modifica-
tion of our proposal, and the correction term
may vanish in the continuum limit.
The configurations tested so far, both non-
abelian constant and abelian plane-wave con-
figurations, are rather atypical, not represen-
tatives of true vacuum fields.
One badly needs a method of generating con-
figurations distributed according to the pro-
posed vacuum wave functionals.
We presented here only a selection of our results, for more details consult Ref. [12]. Prelimi-
nary results were also presented at other conferences [13].
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